TWO-PIECE ASSEMBLY

POST NOTES:

1. MINIMUM SIDEWALL THICKNESS SHALL BE 3/8 INCH.
2. SURFACE COLOR IS WHITE OR NEAR WHITE, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
3. MUST MEET WARRANTY, UV-DURABILITY, STRIKE-DURABILITY AND ALL OTHER SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS.
4. WHEN SURFACE MOUNTING IS REQUIRED, INSERTABLE BASE AND SURFACE-MOUNTED FOUNDATION UNIT MAY USE A "NATING" (INSERTABLE) SHAPE.
5. UPPER END OF BASE TRANSITION UNITS SHALL FIT THE POST CONTOUR SUFICIENTLY TO ATTACH FIRMLY TO THE POST USING BOLTS, NIPPS OR RIVETS.
6. LOWER END OF BASE TRANSITION UNITS AND BASE TRANSITION UNITS SHALL BE SHAPED AND SIZED TO SNUGGLY FIT THE FOUNDATION UNIT, IT SHALL BE PERFORATED TO ATTACH FIRMLY TO THE FOUNDATION UNIT USING BOLTS OR PINS. (SEE STD DRAWING M-37)
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